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These PDF slides can be found at granneman.com/
downloads/web-dev/Design-Patterns.pdf 

Notes & URLs for this presentation can be found… 

» underneath the link to this slide show on 
granneman.com 

» at granneman.com/downloads/web-dev/Design-
Patterns.txt

https://granneman.com/downloads/web-dev/Design-Patterns.pdf
https://granneman.com/downloads/web-dev/Design-Patterns.pdf
https://granneman.com/downloads/web-dev/Design-Patterns.txt
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Design Pattern 

“a formal way of documenting a solution to a design 
problem in a particular field of expertise.” —Wikipedia



“Each pattern describes a problem that occurs over and 
over again in our environment, and then describes the 
core of the solution to that problem” —Christopher 
Alexander



Revolving doors are good for moving people while still 
being energy efficient



Pattern Language 

“An organized collection of design patterns that relate 
to a particular field” —Wikipedia



Why? 

Re-use successful solutions 

Think about what’s done & why 

Easier to encapsulate & transfer knowledge & 
experience



Pattern 127 from A Pattern Language: Intimacy 
Gradient 

“Unless the spaces in a building are arranged in a 
sequence which corresponds to their degrees of 
privateness, the visits made by strangers, friends, 
guests, clients, family, will always be a little awkward.”



“In a small shop the sequence might be: shop entrance, 
customer milling space, browsing area, sales counter, 
behind the counter, private place for workers.”



“In a house: gate, outdoor porch, entrance, sitting wall, 
common space and kitchen, private garden, bed 
alcoves.”



“Therefore: Lay out the spaces of a building so that they 
create a sequence which begins with the entrance and 
the most public parts of the building, then leads into 
the slightly more private areas, and finally to the most 
private domains.”
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Bootstrap 4’s classes for the common design pattern of 
rounded borders



Bootstrap 4’s 
classes for the 
common design 
pattern of cards











Thank you! 
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Changelog 

2022-01-16 1.9: Updated theme to Granneman 1.7; 
minor fixes & updates 

2020-07-21 1.8: Updated Bootstrap screenshots & 
added some new ones



Changelog 

2020-07-20 1.7: Updated screenshots in Web 
Development; updated theme to Granneman 1.6; minor 
fixes; added new book & cites to everything in 
Computer Science 

2019-07-22 1.6: Changed theme to Granneman 1.5 
 
2016-01-21 1.5: Added revolving door as a design 
pattern



Changelog 

2015-06-08 1.4: Changed theme to Georgia Pro 

2015-01-16 1.3: Added Bootstrap at CodePen; added 
website example of intimacy gradient 

2015-01-15 1.2: Added more Bootstrap sites 

2014-08-09 1.1: Moved to new theme
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